Ask Catherine

November 17, 2020

Introduction:

We are now publishing the Ask Catherine section of Catherine's weekly commentary on Wednesdays. We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and selected items posted at Subscriber Input that have not been answered or may be of interest. Make sure to check out the rich discussion at Subscriber Input after you login.

Thanks for your intel, advice, recommended links and questions!

Organized by Categories:

Cash and Precious Metals
Going Direct Reset
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Recommended Links
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Take Action
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Conclusion
Additional Resources
Cash and Precious Metals

Question: Help!

Catherine,

I cannot believe I found you! I am a 68 year old "newly awake" woman who spent my former life as a liberal democrat. I am having a VERY hard time with all this since the few lifelong friends I had shared my former views and still do. I am so isolated and relying on on-line connections which is NOT working out very well. I am having great difficulty meeting my tribe. My 77 year old husband is marginally accepting some of my new views. He used to handle the money and not very well, especially when you have this revised perspective on the world. I am struggling to make changes and trying to play catch up. I made my first metals buy and joined an organic CSA. Found a local bank. We recently moved to SW Florida. Just sold our former house in Virginia the end of September and frantically trying to figure out what to do with that money. I have emailed Leaf(???) , Financial Advisor on your sight asking if she would take on a new client but haven't heard back yet. I would appreciate any direction you can provide for finding additional help. We already bought a house, but sure would like to hear where the great pockets you spoke of (in this week's questions) are in Florida? Maybe I'm close? I'm really trying to keep my act together with self care, nature, God, etc. but its a struggle.

Thanks so much for all the information you provide. It is truly awesome and insightful.

CAF Notes & Links:

Make sure you find an excellent bank – transaction backbone
Listen to 1st Quarter 2020 Equity Overview
If you want to talk with a professional, call not just email – emails are not
dependable, getting less so
Be very careful of “fear porn, hope porn” - internet sources – depend on people you meet in person- go see everyone in person if possible – build relationships


---

**Going Direct Reset**

**Question: Old Financial System Long in the Tooth**

Hi Catherine,

I am a new subscriber and long time follower. I also have read a lot of Joseph P Farrell books.

You mentioned the idea that Central Banks are using the Plandemic as life support for the old "long in the tooth" financial system.

Why is it "long in the tooth"? Is it like an old worn out car?

Have the bankers just abused it through fraud and criminality so much that it has been become a critical liability?

Has the debt dragged it down?

Since there seems in the past few weeks to be increased lock down, could this be more desperation because the old system is closer to expiring?
Does it have something to do with the possibility that their plans may unexpectedly implode with Trump's court battles giving him back the election?

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Read State of Our Currency


Control vs. Trade
Central Control
Robot Integration
Multi-planetary Civilization
Slavery

Please read/listen to the links


Watch Truthstreams The Minds of Men

**Question: Chinese currency as a hedge**

Please comment on purchasing Chinese currency as a hedge against a falling dollar in the future.

By what method would you recommend that one invest in Remnibis/Yuan?

Also, what will it take for China to discontinue pegging their currency to the dollar?
CAF Notes & Links:

Fiat currencies vs. real assets –

Don't see another fiat currency as a hedge against a falling fiat currency. If I had to be in another currency to stay liquid, would use CHF.

Yuan not liquid globally – would stay away until it matches larger reserve currency in market share. Until it is up to a 10-20%, would describe as speculative position, not a cash or liquid position.

China is unlikely to unpeg until the global CBC system are ready to go and/or Mr. Global gives permission – no way to tell when that will be. Watch Yuan market share if you want to track.

Buying Yuan before you finance a local fresh food system – is a baffling approach.

Question: NEW SUBSCRIBER - Becoming more financially independent in 2021

As a new subscriber, I thought that I should open this question with a bit of info about myself. Sorry if it’s a bit much but there’s a lot to know.

I’m Miles, born and raised in rural Massachusetts in 1998. I’m currently 22 and a lover of history, humanity, and art. I was a student at Fitchburg State University but I left in 2018 to pursue a career in the snowboarding industry as a videographer. Snowboarding has always been a passion of mine and it's how I learned what freedom meant as a boy. When I left FSU I thought to myself “School will always be here, maybe I won’t always be able to make money by making snowboarding movies.” For an idea of what I mean...https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvBVH9xRCOw

At Fitchburg State I was working towards a BA in history, and was planning on working toward my PhD. I’ve always believed that the most inspiring way
I can help our children become independent-thinking adults is by becoming a college history professor.

I’ve always been interested in WWII, the Cold War, and how that has played into our current reality. Meanwhile my father has always had a fascination for the UFO subject. One day he told me to listen to Joseph Farrell, and thank God I listened. Since I’ve read 10 of his books, and I’ve listened to every interview of his and yourself that I can find. I’m also a member of GizaDeathStar. (Yes I’ve known I could be Solari subscriber the past year...sorry for being so late to the party!)

Now comes my question:

I currently owe about $12K in student loans while I have about $15K saved of my own money. My parents have said they will help with some of the debt. (About 3K-6K depending on their financial stability.)

I’m not sure if I should pay this now to avoid some sort of debt entrapment with whatever is coming in 2021. I doubt Sleepy Joe or Killer Harris would actually cancel student debt.

I’m also currently in Salt Lake City, I was planning on living here the next couple years but now I’m not so sure it’s safe to. I’m going home to MA around Christmas, do you think I should stay in that same rural area? I don’t want to but it’s probably safer.

Catherine I can’t thank you enough for all that you do. You help me talk about issues with the younger crowd around in a sober way that they can begin to drop their narratives and programming. But alas here I say, thank you and God bless.

CAF Notes & Links:

Utah safer than Mass – politics – mass one of worst states on vaccine policy, etc.
Being with family and known community safer than being stranger – especially if your parents own their home
Would not take on a dime of debt more to get a college degree – find a way of finish your degree that – excellence in curriculum utility and no debt.
Build skills.
Protect your time and money ruthlessly
Don't know if paying off the debt now is the best idea if it leave you and your parents with no liquidity. But do not add and I would try to pay it off as quickly as I could.

**Question: Russian charity tests new virtual food card to help victims of coronavirus economic hardship**

Catherine,

There it is. The new, digital food card:


**CAF Notes & Links:**

*Yup. Independent producers vs. the People who print money*

**Covid-19**

**Question: Preparing the public to blame themselves**
Catherine:
This appeared on BBC today. Looks like public opinion is being trained for people to blame themselves for pharmaceutically induced illnesses. I' am looking for more content to appear along these lines.

**Most statin problems caused by mysterious 'nocebo effect', study suggests**
CAF Notes & Links:

Many excuses for the Great Poisoning. Read Forest Maready Moth in the Iron Lung, Crooked and The Autism Vaccine

Old game of defining poisoning systems as “disease” as a liability management technique.


Question: The Ruling is Final Newsome lawsuit report

Good some pushback legally...its frightening the heavy lockdown measures Biden is discussing!

Meanwhile hypocrite tyrant poodle Newsolini gets caught at a party - while telling the rest of us to have or Thanksgiving dinners outside with masks on...https://www.mercurynews.com/2020/11/13/newsom-issues-mea-culpa-on-attending-lavish-multi-household-dinner/

Question: Newsom's Appeal
Catherine - see below from Kevin Kiley who is one of the Cal legislators suing Newsome. This feels like its getting really ugly!!

Newsom's Desperate Appeal

CAF Notes & Links:

Yup!

Pandemic Hypocrites
https://pandemic.solari.com/pandemic-hypocrites/
CAF Notes & Links:

Can not wait for you to see the Injection Fraud Wrap Up – will post the PDF this week. The funniest section is Pandemic Hypocrites. I don't want to give it away – just check it out.

One of the dead give aways that we are dealing with major BS is that the people inflicting the economic warfare are no more worried about getting sick than the man in the moon.

Question: SARS CoV-2 grown in human respiratory tissue culture by Polish group ask Jon Rappoport

Dear Ms Austin Fitts;

SAR-C0V-2 is likely to kill about 1 in every thousand Americans in its first year infecting our population. After that, it will likely be less deadly.

This virus grows well in green monkey kidney cells (Vero cells) but is difficult to grow in many other cell types. A group in Poland has grown the virus in human respiratory epithelium cell culture, and it was published in July. Please look at their article. It is a convincing demonstration. Please show it to Jon Rappoport.

CAF Notes & Links:

From a trusted source with deep knowledge of science – not Jon

Question: Interview with Dr. Bakdi re: COVID

Catherine,
I know that you will find this interview with Dr. Bakdi the most cogent and profound attack on the COVID hoax thus far.

Oh, please consider embedding it in your website.

I send my best, as always -

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Posted and tweeted – Hard to express the regard he is held in within Switzerland and Germany. Have his book that he wrote with his wife. Heros in the new Pandemic section.

---

**Feedback**

**Question: Pentagon leadership**
Any comments or observations on the replacement of Pentagon leadership? I see Kash Patel, a man to watch, named the new acting defense secretary's chief of staff.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

No, watching. Depends on what happens with elections.

**Question: McCarrick Report**
Any plans to read the McCarrick Report? Interesting timing of release after waiting for it over a year.

**CAF Notes & Links:**
No. Pedophile networks were part of running political control and organized crime cash flows. Institutional capacity, not just pedophile priests. The outing and clean up is part of moving to a Echelon and NSA driven control file system. None of these reports do anything other than hint at what is going on. Hit on Cardinal Vigano? Maybe an interesting aspect.

Given that current developments are exploding the size and scope of institutionalize pedophilia – that is what interests me.

If there is a reason you would recommend I read it, let me know. Sure there is useful information in there.

Health

Question: NO QUESTIONS

CAF Notes & Links:

Brigitte on Sunlight coming!

Local Gatherings

Question: NO QUESTIONS

CAF Notes & Links:

Lots happening!

Recommended Links
@Patricia I looked into going international for nearly a decade, and even purchased property in Europe. “They” checkmated me—whereas I anticipated the possibility of not being able to leave, I never anticipated the possibility of the world shutting its borders. I now have property in France that I cannot access. Even so, despite speaking the language fluently, I realized that I would be at a great disadvantage trying to navigate the “squeeze” in a land foreign to me.

My strongest instinct is to “flee” and it has been a challenging process realizing that it’s not an option. That said—some places are, and will be, better than others. I relocated to a community where people value freedom and are less brainwashed than other places. Many people here are descended from pioneer families and have been on this land for many generations. They grow food, raise cattle, have tools, and know how to organize together as a community. Unfortunately, I have to leave this place soon and will be heading to Florida. But I want to come back.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

Excellent advice

Joel Skousken's book – lots of rich intel

https://joelskousen.com

Homesick for the Texas panhandle

Community is essential for these times

**Shadow Work**
Question: Population control by turning men against women - can you send me more info?

Dear Catherine

Thank you from the bottom of my heart for the important and indispensable work you have been doing for years! I am truly grateful for you and your work - it has given me much insight and hope for the future.

My question is about population control by turning men against women:

At https://library.solari.com/dressing-fascism-in-skirts/ (also on SGTReport in Oct), you mention the turning of men against women, and vice versa, and how this is the most important tool for societal/population control. This really piqued my interest and I would love to know more about this. Is there a link or resource you could send me?

Part of my mission is working with couples and, in the bigger picture, healing the divide between the feminine & the masculine. You mentioning how this divide is the most important tool for control of populations strongly resonated with me as it's given my work a much deeper and spiritual purpose of which I was previously unaware - at least I didn't combine it with a positive effect on freedoms in societies.

Much love to you & may God bless you!

Ps: I live in Switzerland and should you give a talk or presentation anywhere close, I'd be very interested in attending or meeting you in person.

CAF Notes & Links:

Start with Promoting Women Series
https://home.solari.com/commentary-collection-promoting-women/

Tearing apart family is essential to get control of children – one of the most
valuable “natural resources”

Deep State Tactics.  

Make sure you dip into the Entrainment links listed above and check out Control 101

Take Action

**Question:** Patriot George Webb says: if necessary, Trump in office for two years until the election is certified.

fyi ... George Webb in the Million MAGA DC march yesterday (Nov 14) until midnight last night ... he says, "Fellow citizens demanding that the vote be certified ... in 2000, Al Gore thought he was President-elect for 37 days ... US is still only at Day 12 ... amicus briefs will be filed in counties where statistical anomalies occurred (i.e. MI, PA, FL, NV, AZ) ... Warren Flood of Microsoft highly associated with election fraud ... he was seen in his Ferrari, arriving at 4 am with van full of ballots in Wayne County in Michigan" Webb believes that blockchain may provide a viable fraud-free technology ... for specific problem counties ... in every election.

American People March in DC yesterday .... the election must be certified  
Dominion voting machines made in Toronto ????  
Software created in Belgrade, Serbia ????

   Red Line War Room Ep61 (Patriot Webb discusses the election fraud) by Dr. Paul Cottrell  
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlvPfWOBdk

CAF Notes & Links
Election fraud is significant and has been for decades. Where this goes, not clear. If the fraud stands, will help Mr. Global's efforts to destroy any democratic process on behalf of the independent producers

Comment on Subscriber Input:

Mark,

I know you addressed your comment to Catherine but if you don’t mind I would like to share my input.

I have been following this. Something is definitely happening, but the degree to which the Republican effort to reverse the mountain of election “irregularities” remains to be seen.

They key here is that many of the Republicans that lost within a 6% margin are refusing to concede and being instructed to participate in or create lawsuits, which I think is unusual. My speculation is that internal party intel informed them that the higher-ups have some damming evidence, in particular about the Dominion voting machines, to be presented in court.

Most of the signals I’m seeing indicate that the Republicans intend to go straight at the heart of the election interference by attacking of validity of the machines and the software. Whether or not this effort will be successful is still unknown, but IMHO it is right tact and if successful would cause a Trump victory as well as numerous House seats and possibly some Senate seats going Republican.

That’s my read of the situation, for what it’s worth,

Josh

Unapprove
Very good assessment. My guess is that they have good evidence of paper ballot fraud in PA and possibly some other states and may do something there as well. Agreed it is unclear how significant the Republican effort is. Back doors flying, which means both factions are buying support by giving way the store.

NOTE: Sidney Powell is highly competent and a person of integrity. Worth supporting in all cases, win or lose. Lets help her do her best. If she says she has evidence, she has it.

**Question: Frustration about Mr. Global's Motives**

Hi Catherine,

After watching you and Daniel's vidchat, I noticed a sticking point concerning Mr. Global's incomprehensible sociopathic actions.

Well it could possible, even possible that the answer goes something like this:

1) Mankind and the rest of organic life on has a prime function that involves transforming incoming energies from the Universe and converting to a higher form suitable for consumption for a higher being or beings. This function is managed by what call Nature (an immense and intelligent being). Nature's job is to manage the amount of this energy (sort of an accountant). The animals and plants are doing the best they can,

but Man has reduced the their population and forced Man to pick up the slack.
This means that Man has had to drop much of his prime directive (created as self evolving creature to do tasks that are beneath his value)

Wars are a way for Nature to periodically liquidate Men in order to pay the Cosmic Light bill.

Also, since Man, due to his own refusal to acknowledge his purpose for being, has become a very inefficient transformer and Forces have been required to increase his population (quantity to make up for lack of quality.

Anyway at this time, the main reason for Biden is to get a war going as soon as possible.

Also, Communism ideas are a clue to promote hive mentality and then he could lose his capability to self evolve and ultimately to become higher than the angels.

This is an ancient war. What is happening now may be a test for Man to decide whether this experiment should scrapped, Man marginalized, it could be a warning, or a step in his journey (Good). Cheers,

**CAF Notes & Links**

Don't know – key unanswered questions
Human vs. ET vs Inter-dimensional
Risks Management Issues

Richard Dolan new book – looking forward

**Conclusion:**

Special thanks to Rich and other IT pros for sharing ideas on technology – Really appreciated

Thanks to Benjamin for information V stenography and the power of symbols. Area very important that I would love to learn more about. If I could go back to college....

War between the Independent Producers and the Central Bankers is intensifying – More in Money & Markets This week

**Additional Resources**

*Past Wrap Ups – key long term trends*
*State of Our Currencies*
*Injection Fraud posted this week*

Send in questions:

[Askcatherine@solari.com](mailto:Askcatherine@solari.com)

Post at Subscriber input

Please repost or resend if you did not get what you needed.